We propose a dynamical subquark model where the composite leptons and quarks have almost vanishing anomalous magnetic moments, and look pointlike. The fundamental interaction is of the six-fermion type. The apparent tremendous divergences are entirely manageable.
Nowadays so many leptons and quarks are found or conjectured to explain various aspects of elementary particle phenomena. The increasing numbers of weak doublets and color triplets tempt us to presume more fundamental matters, i.e., subquarks,u·2> which compose leptons and quarks. A wide spread criticisms for such models are the questions 3 > why leptons and quarks, especially the electron and muon look pointlike, and why their magnetic moments are so close to the Dirac moments.*l It is the purpose of this paper to propose a dynamical model which renders a possible answer to these questions.
Various types of subquark models have been proposed by many authors mainly to classify so many leptons and quarks.U · 2 > The essential idea is to factorize lepton or quark states into more fundamental ones bearing each single quantum number. In some models, leptons and quarks are composed of two subquarks, while in other models, of three subquarks. 2 
where m is the mass of the subquarks, f is the coupling constant and p<x> is the projection operator of the product of the three spinor fields to a state with spin 1/2. In the product there are three independent spin-1/2 states, which we denote by x=a, b and c. The projection operator p<x> 1s explicitly written as 4 (P<xl (<f;<D<f;<2l<f;<3>))~= 'Lj PJ~~.P,r a,P,r=l 
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with the values of (O'Ict:iJ'r) <x> (0', a, /1, r =1, 2) in Table I . Introducing the auxiliary field 1Jr to describe the bound state (i.e., quark or lepton), we rewrite the Lagrangian L into the equivalent form,
where g is a coupling constant to be adjusted by the compositeness condition of
gives the constraint relation,
and this leads to
Furthermore, we can display one-to-one correspondence between the Feynman diagrams of L and L'.
The Feynman amplitudes in this model contain many badly divergent integrals, and they are not renormalizable in the to each propagator. The order of divergence increases without limit, as the number of loops increases. They, however, are entirely manageable and calculable, as follows. We first sum up the chains of the leading divergent parts of I (p) (Fig. 1) , which gives the propagator of the bound state In order to have nonvanishing g, we assume that the cutoff is very large, but finite. Such a finite cutoff may cause various difficulties at very high energy region. We consider, however, Eq. (13) is only an approximation in today's energy region. If we take account of the suppression due to g, simple power counting shows that any skelton diagram behaves like 
where Q, f1 /f. and Fi (q 2 ) (i = 1, 2) are the electric charge, the anomalous magnetic moment and the form factors of the bound state, respectively. Because of gauge invariance, the total charge Q is precisely the sum of the constituent charges, Qi (i=l, 2, 3). According to the argument above and dimensional analysis, the anomalous magnetic moment and the form factors should have the forms
respectively, where an and hn are calculable coefficients. Actual calculation to lowest order ( Fig. 2) gives 
B-e --E tr A 2 ) . Therefore, the bound state, i.e., the lepton or quark, looks almost pointlike, as is consistent with the observation. What makes such differences from the ordinary bound state models which were so successful in atoms and nuclei, and in the quark model of hadrons ? 8 ) In the latter case, the binding is very loose and each constituent incoherently interacts with the photon, so that the magnetic moments are definite combinations of those of constituents with Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, while in the former case, because of the short range property of the binding force, the size of the bound state is very small, looking almost like a Dirac particle. 9 ) The author would like to thank Professor H. Terazawa for discussions and Professor T. Marumori for his kind hospitality extended to the author at INS, University of Tokyo.
